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QUESTION 1

when organizing information in an Einstein Analytics dashboard, what does the "Progressive Disclosure\\' design
principle mean\\' 

A. Only provide the user with the level of detail they need to see, with the option to drill down deeper into more details. 

B. Utilize the latest templates for the most modern look and feel. 

C. Intentionally omit specific details so that users can do ad-hoc exploration if needed for root-cause analysis. 

D. Implement strict security predicates to minimize the amount of information displayed to users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A client has two datasets that are used across seven different dashboards. Three of these dashboards are used by
marketing and four are used by sales. The client requires that only marketing can access the marketing dashboards and
only sales can access the sales dashboards. 

What solution should be recommended? 

A. Create two custom apps: one for marketing dashboards with marketing as "viewer" and one for sales dashboards
with sales as "viewer." Add the datasets as references to both custom apps. 

B. Create three custom apps: one for marketing dashboards with marketing as "viewer," one for sales dashboards with
sales as "viewer," and one for datasets where marketing and sales are "viewer." 

C. Create one custom app for the datasets and share it with marketing and sales as "viewer." 

D. Duplicate the datasets and create two custom apps: one for marketing dashboards and datasets with marketing as
"editor" and one for sales dashboards and datasets with sales as "editor." 

Correct Answer: B 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_security_implementation_guide.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 3

You can get data into Einstein Discovery: A. By connecting a USB drive to your laptop 

B. By using an Einstein analytics dataset 

C. Only if your database administrator does it for you 

D. Only if Salesforce does it for you 

Correct Answer: B 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/wave_exploration_smart_data_discovery_basics/
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wave_get_smart_data_discovery_and_data 

 

QUESTION 4

What\\'s the best way to describe the template-info.json file? 

A. It\\'s a read-only file with all the user documentation for a template. 

B. It\\'s the boss of the template with all the information needed to create the app. 

C. It makes sure that the app includes all the right Salesforce data. 

D. It\\'s automatically populated every time you create an app from the template. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/wave_analytics_templates_intro/
wave_analytics_templates_structure 

 

QUESTION 5

An insurance company has many Einstein Analytics dashboards that show the influence of weather, such as
atmospheric temperature, on customer cases. A service agent commented that it is sometimes difficult to determine, by
looking at a dashboard, whether the temperature data is reported in degrees Fahrenheit or in degrees Celsius. 

How can a dashboard designer ensure the temperature data is easier to interpret on the dashboards? 

A. Add a text widget to the dashboard to indicate Fahrenheit or Celsius. 

B. Use the XMD node in the dataflow to customize the number format of the field. 

C. Customize the number format in the number widget properties of the dashboard. 

D. In Explorer, go to the Fields menu and then customize the number format of the measure. 

Correct Answer: A 
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